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WELCOME

History of the Site
Up until the late 19th Century the site and its immediate surroundings were open fields 
and were undeveloped, with the exception of the London & South Western Railway 
Line that was constructed circa 1838 transecting the land just to the north of the site 
and ‘Coombe Lane’ leading to Raynes Park Station. This is now the Kingston Road.

Historic maps circa 1897 show the land adjoining the site as a nursery and fields to the 
east and a cricket ground to the south, a pumping station to the north and a residential 
street ‘Chesnut Grove’ to the south-east. The earliest records of a building on the site 
is from 1913 when an engraving works factory appeared with a laundry factory to the 
west. The land to the south was laid out a residential streets at the same time now 
known as the Apostles.

By 1935 the site had become a Chemical Works and the remaining open land to the 
east was developed as residential housing by 1938. A fountain pens factory is also 
noted on the site by 1953 which along with the Chemical Works are the last known 
uses on the site prior to the church acquiring the building in 2007.

The Site & Building
The site is bound to the south by Kingston Road and to the north by Abbott Avenue 
(which becomes a ‘dead end’ road) with residential properties backing on to the 
railway line beyond this. To the eastern boundary there are commercial and residential 
properties. The map below outlines the site boundary. 

The current building is formed of a two-storey rendered building with flat roof and a 
multi gable end façade facing the Kingston Road. The building extends to the rear 
of the site with a saw-tooth roof to one side and pitched roofs on the other. A smaller 
industrial building is adjoined to the east which is owned by PAG. The rear of the site 
abuts a residential road and is partially screened by Austrian Pine Trees.

The immediately adjoining 579-587 Kingston Road site to the east is currently un-used 
with no buildings in place. Recent aerial photography shows that this site previously 
housed numerous buildings which have since been demolished. The site is part of an 
active planning application with London Borough of Merton which entails the demolition 
of the existing buildings and redevelopment of the site to provide office space and 
residential units up to 4-storeys onto the Kingston Road. 
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1. HISTORY OF THE SITE AND BUILDING

Introduction
The purpose of this exhibition is to present the proposals for the redevelopment of Dundonald Church and the opportunity for those visiting to give their views and feedback on the scheme.
The Project Team have been working closely with the church and Merton Council’s planning department over the last 6 months to develop the proposals and following today’s consultation with 
the public are aiming to submit the scheme for planning before the end of the year.
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2. ORIGINAL CHURCH REFURBISHMENT & PLANS

When the site was acquired in 2007 a refurbishment was needed to transform the space into a useable building for the church. Permission was granted in 2006 to change the use of the 
building from Industrial to a Place of Worship, which included some minor alterations to the front and rear window & door positions. The former distribution hall was adapted to become the 
main church meeting hall whilst the warehouse storage to the eastern part became the youth hall with toddlers/crèche rooms at the rear. The front third of the building was adapted to provide 
meeting rooms, washrooms and a kitchen to meet the requirements of the church and its various initiatives.

Conversion
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3. CURRENT CHURCH - BACKGROUND & VISION

Background 
Dundonald Church is an Anglican family church that 
was started in 1990 at Dundonald School by some 
families from Emmanuel, Ridgway, Wimbledon. 
In 2007 we were invited to buy and refurbish the 
print factory at 577 Kingston Road.  Although we 
knew the building was ageing and would need 
redevelopment, it has been a flexible space for a 
traditional church seeking to offer a contemporary 
ministry for our community.

Our mission statement has been “loving God, 
loving each other, loving Raynes Park” and we 
remain committed to serving our local community 
with a range of Sunday services and through our 
extensive children’s ministries, mum & toddlers 
and junior jivers groups, and a range of community 
services and events (polling station, blood 
donation centre, food bank collections, pregnancy 
counselling, debt counselling, senior citizens’ teas, 
pilates etc.).  We also offer various kinds of training 
and conferences in Christian ministry for other 
churches.

Why development is necessary
We want to strengthen the capacity of Dundonald Church to serve God, teach the Bible and reach out to the 
local community as it has over the last 25 years.  The current building is becoming crowded with insufficient 
space for our various groups both on Sundays and mid-week. Furthermore, the building itself is in need of 
significant renovation.  

A new building building would help us …
 … teach our children better by providing more space with improved facilities for our youth and children’s 
work and allow growth of these groups on Sundays, mid-week and our holiday clubs
 … serve our congregations better by providing more appropriate space for our Sunday and midweek 
meetings
 … serve our community better and continue to reach out to our neighbours
 … build a legacy for the future - for this generation and the next.

Narrow circulation

Water ingress

Cramped entrance hall Poor thermal performance
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4. THE BRIEF - OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES

Principles
• Rationalise Residential Layouts
• Optimise Mix of Apartments
• Consider Massing in Context of Existing Residential & New Adjoining Scheme
• Provide Amenity Space
• New Holistic Façade Design
• New Church Building Layout
• Ensure compatibility of residential accommodation with primary church use below

Overall Objectives
Provide a building facility that leaves a legacy for Dundonald Church to grow its ministry for 
the next generation in these key areas:
• Main congregation worship
• Children’s and Youth work
• Conferences and wider church leadership training
• Midweek, outreach and mercy ministries

Design Brief
The design brief has required the design to consider the following:
• Contemporary architectural design being sympathetic to the buildings industrial roots if 

the main hall is retained
• The church building should aim to be inspirational and welcoming to all
• Maximises daylight but consideration to south facing elevations and excessive solar gains
• Robust and lasting materials
• Acoustically sensitive with separation for main hall and kids hall
• Improved IT facilities – flood wiring and wifi
• Improved WC facilities with adequate baby change
• Parking and bicycle storage 
• Compliant with statutory requirements
• Consideration for buggy storage for Sundays and Bunnies/Junior Jivers

In order to meet the design aspirations for the church and create a high quality modern 
place of worship and community facility we are required to generate funding.  The Church 
has identified an opportunity to help partially fund this development through the delivery of 
residential accommodation above the church.  This will not only assist with the deliverability 
of the proposals but also provide some much needed new housing accommodation in a 
sustainable brownfield location

Example Example Example

Example
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5. PROPOSED LAYOUTS - GROUND AND FIRST (THE CHURCH)

Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan
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6. PROPOSED LAYOUTS - SECOND AND THIRD (RESIDENTIAL)

Second Floor Plan

Third Floor Plan
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- Local authority consents
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7. PROPOSED LAYOUTS - FOURTH FLOOR PLAN, FRONT AND REAR 
AND SECTIONS

Section A

Front Elevation

Fourth Floor Plan
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8. DESIGN EVOLUTIONS AND CONSULTATION WITH PLANNERS
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PRE-APPLICATION MEETING 2
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PRE-APPLICATION MEETING 2

Reference

Materials

Local successful buildings

Aerial View 1 - Front Original Pre-App Submission to Merton Council

The current design proposals have been informed by on-going discussions with the Council’s planning officers. This positive engagement has helped to develop and enhance the design of 
the scheme.

The above visuals show the original scheme submitted to the planning officers earlier this year.  Whilst we received generally positive feedback regarding the proposals it 
was agreed by all parties that the building design did not reflect its primary use as a church.  As a result the design has developed to:

• Provide a more ecclesiastical feel with a clock tower/spire feature.
• Give more emphasis to the ground and first floor uses with a larger central entrance way with associated cross and stained glass.
• Architecturally emphasise the difference between the lower and upper uses of the building through subtle differences which identify the residential uses as secondary 

to the church function below.
• Enhance how the front of the building interacts with Kingston Road.
• Improve the appearance and detailing of the side and rear elevations, particularly addressing the Abbot Avenue frontage.
• Give the upper levels a more vertical emphasis to break-up the single mass and respond to the terraces opposite.
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Site and Building Considerations
• Piled foundation design
• Steel frame construction
• High quality thermal performance
• High levels of acoustic performance / noise reduction
• Good energy performance and sustainability measures
• Rainwater attenuation provided
• Accessible building layout

9. KEY FACTS AND STATS

CAVEATS

Preliminary areas measured to internal shell wall of units, 
over internal partitions with no allowances for finishes.
Measured areas rounded down to nearest whole square 
metre. All areas subject to design development and 
integration of structure and services.
Plans based on survey information available and are 
subject to verification on site.
5% contingency is taken off measured areas to allow for 
design development and site tolerances.

Planning Scheme DunDonald Church, Kingston Road

GIA & GEA Area Schedule

Apartment Mix 1-Bed 2-Bed 3-Bed Total

Amount 5 9 1 15

Percentage 33% 60% 7%

GroundFloor Level

mt ft unit

Church Building 1143 12303

Residential Core 79 850

Resi GIA 77 829

GIA Total 1224 13175

GEA 1278 13756

First Floor Level

mt ft unit

Church Building 795 8557

Residential Core 39 420

Resi GIA 39 420

GIA Total 828 8913

GEA 1280 13778

Second Floor Level

mt ft unit

Church Building 68 732

Residential Core (Stairs/Lifts) 30 323

Residential Corridor 51 549

Residential Flat 1.1 50 538 1 bed

Flat 1.2 74 797 2 bed

Flat 1.3 74 797 2 bed

Flat 1.4 52 560 1 bed

Flat 1.5 73 786 2 bed

Flat 1.6 82 883 2 bed

Ancillary 15 161

Resi Sales 

Total 405 4359

Resi GIA 535 5759

GIA Total 607 6534

GEA 829 8923

Terrace & 

Balconies 72 775

Third Floor Level

mt ft unit

Residential Core (Stairs/Lifts) 19 205

Residential Corridor 51 549

Residential Flat 2.1 50 538 1 bed

Flat 2.2 74 797 2 bed

Flat 2.3 74 797 2 bed

Flat 2.4 52 560 1 bed

Flat 2.5 98 1055 3 bed

Flat 2.6 72 775 2 bed

Resi Sales 

Total 420 4521

Resi GIA 524 5640

GEA 564 6071

Terrace & 

Balconies 64 689

Fourth Floor Level

mt ft unit

Residential Core (Stairs/Lifts) 19 205

Residential Corridor 25 269

Residential Flat 2.1 52 560 1 bed

Flat 2.2 78 840 2 bed

Flat 2.3 85 915 2 bed

Resi Sales 

Total 215 2314

Resi GIA 340 3660

GEA 364 3918

Terrace & 

Balconies 92 990

mt ft unit

Resi GIA 

TOTAL 1515 16307

mt ft unit

All Floor Levels GIA TOTAL 3523 37922

GEA TOTAL 4315 46447

Areas measured to internal shell wall of flats, over internal partitions with no allowances for finishes - all balconies excluded from measured areas. 

Measured areas rounded down to nearest whole square metre.

Areas are generated from promap and are indicative. Measured survey required to establish more reliable figures.

All areas subject to design development and integration of structure and services.

Apartment Size, Mix and Massing subject to Planning & Building Contorl Approval
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Key Transport and Highway Issues
• Car parking to front of church maintained
    6 spaces including 1 Accessible bay
• Good accessibility to rail and bus services
    Wimbledon Chase and Raynes Park Stations within 700 meters. Buses K5, 131, 152, 163 and 200
• Secure cycle stores for residential apartments and cycle hoops for the church
• Secure waste and recycling store for residential and church
• Tree strategy will be in place for preserving the trees to the rear if possible
• New residential units will be car-free and prevented from applying for on-street permits so there will be no increase 

in parking demand over the existing situation

Area Schedule

Date Apr-16 May-16 Jun-16 Jul-16 Aug-16 Sep-16 Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Jan-17 Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Mar-19

Project/Activity

Feasibility Design

Pre-App Submission

Pre-App Consultation

Scheme Development

Public Consultation

Submit for Planning

Planning Period

Detailed Design

Tender Period

Contractor Selection

Mobilisation & Start on Site

Project Completion

Project Programme

54470_Capital & Counties_Dundonald Church_MEP Strategy Report 7 

• MCB / RCBO’s fully fitted for all installed circuits plus 20% spare capacity of MCB ways

• Surge Arrestor fitted to DB’s serving any external lighting or power supplies.

Isolators shall be provided for all supplies serving mechanical systems / lifts / PV system etc.

3.1.4 ROOF PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM (PV) 

A PV system comprising of PV panels will be provided on the main roof area(s) to provide photovoltaic 
generating electricity to the building. The panels will be arranged in arrays, located on dedicated supports 
with hold down ballast to meet with wind calculations and arrays cabled back on dedicated DC PV cable 
trays to matching PV inverters which in turn will be connected to a three phase panel board for centralised 
metering via a regulated meter. The three phase supply will connected back to the landlords main LV 
switchboard and provide the generated parallel energy into the landlords LV system. 

3.1.5 EARTHING 

A main earth bar will be provided at the intake position, from here connections shall be provided to the 
following  

• Connection onto the local Utility Earth connection.

• Incoming water supply pipework.

• Incoming gas supply pipework.

• Main switchpanel frame.

• Main LV containment carrier y system.

• IT comms room earth bar

• Structural earth.

• Lightning protection system.

• Mechanical Primary services.

• Cables from IT comms room earth bar to the IT equipment frame.

General equipotential earthing and bonding shall be provided throughout the premises to accord with the 
requirements of the wiring regulations.  

3.1.6 LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM 

To provide a complete and fully operational lightning protection system for the premises to accord with the 
lightning protection risk analysis grading analysis study and BS EN 62305 – Protection against lightning 
(relevant sections) system components to comprise

• Air termination network

• Down conductors tapes / portal steelwork re-bar

• Down conductor tape Earth Pits

• Earth test pits

Note: Cost allowances to be factored into the structural scheme works for lightning protection re-bar 
connections / pile caps connections and the like where the structural scheme acts in part as the lightning 
protection down conductor system.  

Car Parking
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10. FINAL VISUALS AND INVITATION FOR FEEDBACK

Next steps ...
Your comments and suggestions are important to us as we seek to develop this site. We’d love to hear your 
thoughts so please do complete a feedback form.

We are aiming to submit our planning application to Merton Council in December 2016.  We anticipate 
receiving a decision with reference to our planning application in Spring 2017 and then, following a design and 
tender process, plan to engage developers to start building works in early 2018. If the works progress in line 
with this timetable we could hope to have a new building at the beginning of 2019.


